CPGNation & CPGNationTV Create
Online Gathering Place & Tech Resources
CPGNation.com and CPGNationTV.com provide CPG owners and enthusiasts with online
gathering places and tech resources 24 hours a day
Aftermarket automotive enthusiast are getting together to share advice, swap stories and post
pictures and videos without ever meeting face-to-face. These fans of COMP Cams®, TCI®,
RHS®, FAST™, ZEX™, Quarter Master® and the other CPG brands are interacting online in
the CPGNation forums and sharing their own performance-oriented videos via the
CPGNationTV video channel.
CPGNation.com is a great website for CPG enthusiasts to meet some of the people behind the
company, whether by reading about them in featured articles or interacting with them in the
forums. But the forums are more than just a gathering place for auto enthusiasts; they also
contain large amounts of information straight from the companies within the COMP
Performance Group™, including COMP Cams®, TCI®, RHS® and more. CPGNation is full of
information on new products, featured articles, how-to and installation guides, event coverage,
FAQs and more.
Another feature of the CPGNation forum is the information provided by the CAM HELP®
technicians, who answer questions and add new topics daily. Automotive enthusiasts who have
no affiliation with any of the CPG companies are also encouraged to answer questions and
provide feedback. From experienced engine builders to first-timers experiencing similar issues,
people are joining in from all around the world.
Another online resource used by the COMP Performance Group™ is the CPGNationTV video
channel, which features videos that cover a wide range of areas, both fun and educational. With
clips ranging from instructional tech videos to videos of amazing burnouts, there is something
for every CPG enthusiast. Users are even able to share their own personal videos on
CPGNationTV.
For more information about the COMP Performance Group™ online resources, visit us online at
www.CPGNation.com or www.CPGNationTV.com.
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